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An astrophysicist-artist’s conception of a hypervelocity star speeding away from the visible 
part of a spiral galaxy like our Milky Way. 
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➢ Investigation of the properties of a massive hyper-runaway star using GAIA + spectroscopy.

Basic Results

● LAMOST-HVS1 (L-HVS1) is a massive hyper-runaway subgiant star

● M = 8.3M
sun

● Super – solar metallicity

● T
ejection

 = ~33Myrs ago

● V
int,ejection

 = 568 +19/-17 km/s

● Probably ejected by a three- or four-body dynamical interaction with more massive 
objects in a high-density environment such as a YMC, M

YMC
≥104M

Sun

● Ejection agent might be: IMBH (≥100M
Sun

), VMS (≥100M
Sun

), multiple ordinary massive 
stars (≥30M

Sun
)

● Ejection agent may be currently located near the Norma spiral arm

● Natal cluster of L-HVS1 may be an undiscovered YMC near the Norma spiral arm

YMC: Young massive cluster
IMBH: intermediate black hole
VMS: Very massive star



  

Basics

Runaway stars: Young O- and B-type stars with large peculiar velocities (>~40 km/s) or with 
large vertical excursion from the Galactic disk plane (>~1 kpc )

Two proposed mechanisms for ejecting massive runaway stars: 
➢ BEM: A runaway star is ejected as a result of the supernova explosion of its binary companion 

(v
ej,max

~400km/s)
➢ DEM: Three-or four-body interaction of stars (and black holes) in high-density environment ejects a 

runaway star (v
ej,max

~1000km/s)

BEM: Binary ejection mechanism
DEM: Dynamical ejection mechanism

Large ejection velocity is attained when some extreme conditions are met, e.g. small 
separation of stars in binary to be disrupted by a massive compact object.

Massive runaway stars lith large v
ejection

 can be probes for the extreme environments where 
massive stars form.



  

Methods ’n stuff



  

Is L-HVS1 a hyper-runaway star?

SMBH ejection?  → 

Age of star: ~30 Myrs (Hattori et al. 2018)

→ Most probably L-HVS1 was born in the galactic 
disk and ejected to reach current location.

Large velocity → L-HVS1 is almost unbound to the 
Milky Way. 

Hattori, K. et al., 2018, ApJ, 869, 33

*

*



  

Spectroscopic data

*** 
v

los
 is consistent with 

preveious measurements 
by LAMOST → probably 

not a binary 

***

L-HVS1 is a massive hyper-runaway 
subgiant star!



  

Analysis of the orbit

***
If d

spec
, age

spec
, GAIA 

pm are correct maybe 
L-HVS1 did not 

originate from the disk
***

➢ Chemical 
abudunce pattern 
is consistent with 
disk origin



  

Results



  



  

Notes on results

➢ Tflight (~33Myrs) < τspec(~37Myrs) → Star ejected right after it was born

➢ Ejection location (Rej~3 kpc) is very active recently in terms of star formation

➢ L-HVS1 is the only well-confirmed massive hyper-runaway star ejected from 
the disk with an extreme vejection ~ 600 km/s

Current location of the ejection agent

➢ Assume that rotation is confined to the disk.

➢ Ejection agent may not exist now but natal YMC probably does (if 
M

YMC
~103 – 104 M

sun
.)

➢ Location is around Norma spiral arm.

➢ Location consistent with the idea that YMC are located close to spiral 
arms.

➢ Existing YMCs near Norma are younger than flight time of L-HVS1, 
also abundances not consistent.

➢ Maybe natal YMC is still undiscovered.



  

Summary

➢ L-HVS1 is a hyper-runaway subgiant star, M~8.3MSun and super-solar metallicity

➢ Was ejected from the inner stellar disk Rejection~3kpc with vejection~600 km/s ~33Myrs ago

➢ Chemical abundance is consistent with the ejection location

➢ Large vejection rules out BEM as an ejection mechanism and favors few-body dynamical 
interaction

➢ If natal YMC is ~103 – 104MSun it may survive until today and be near the Norma spiral arm 
and is still undiscovered

➢ L-HVST1 is the first well-confirmed early B-type massive hyper-runaway star with so large 
vejection



  

Thank you!
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